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Wiggin Street Coffee faces staff shortages with resilience
RACHEL BOTKIN
STAFF WRITER

This semester, students have
made the trek to Wiggin Street Coffee only to find the doors to the campus’ coffee shop locked — sometimes
at noon, sometimes at 3 p.m. and
sometimes all day.
Wiggins has been impacted by
staffing shortages since the onset
of the pandemic, causing the business to limit its hours of operation
and suspend indoor dining. In past
semesters, the hours have typically
been 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., but a lack of
staffing and a high turnover rate have
affected these hours, which now fluctuate day by day. Despite current labor shortages, Wiggins intends to reopen indoor dining at the beginning
of the spring 2023 semester, along
with a return to consistent, longer
hours of operation.
Businesses in Gambier have suffered from labor shortages since the
beginning of the pandemic. Such
shortages are affecting business operations nationwide, with the most
difficulty falling upon low-wage industries and low-income areas. As
of April 2022, Ohio’s unemployment
rate had fallen to 4.0%. However, despite lowering unemployment rates,
many businesses are still understaffed, particularly restaurants and
other food service businesses such as
Wiggins.
Jessica Chadwick, the regional
operations manager for River Road
Coffee, oversees Wiggins as well as
three other locations within Ohio.
Chadwick has recently assumed
more responsibilities with the initial

hiring process, with the intention of
increasing employment opportunities at Wiggins.
“We have always had a higher
turnover rate at our Gambier location as opposed to our other locations,” Chadwick wrote in an email
to the Collegian. She explained that
this is due to the difficulty of finding
permanent residents of the area who
are interested in working at Wiggins.
Another difficulty Wiggins faces
with employment is that many former staff members, several of whom
were students operating as part of
Wiggins’ core staff, terminated their
employment after their graduation.
Some other long-term employees
have other commitments that have
forced them to take time off work,
such as the current general manager
for Wiggins, who is currently on maternity leave.
While there is a common misconception that Wiggins does not
hire Kenyon students, the coffee
shop usually has approximately five
student employees to fill shifts and
provide extra coverage on weekends.
However, a difficulty with hiring Kenyon students is that they contribute to a higher turnover rate as they
graduate, go on leave or study abroad.
Additionally, Kenyon students often
have complicated schedules and limited availability due to classes.
“Most applications [from Kenyon
students] we receive are very specific on hours and weekend hours,”
Chadwick said. “We require staff to
work at the minimum ten hours per
week and [they] must be available
one weekend day. With us still needing to fill our base staffing, it makes it
harder to find a fit for a very specific

schedule.”
The minimum hours requirement poses a further challenge to
hiring more Kenyon students at
Wiggins. Chadwick noted that when
student employees are unable to meet
the ten hours per week requirement
due to class schedules or extracurricular commitments, they sometimes
struggle to manage the more intricate parts of the job, such as memorizing recipes or making drinks.
“Students that can only work a few
hours here and there do not completely gain full knowledge of the job
at hand, because they are not there
long enough to establish the routine
of the position,” Chadwick said.
While Wiggins has had difficulty with hiring Kenyon students,
other businesses within the Village
of Gambier have found success with
student workers. The Village Market, for example, currently employs
twenty-six Kenyon students. This
change comes following the Market’s new ownership by Betsy and
Nick Jones at the start of the 2022-23
school year.
“We were warned not to hire college students by some folks because
college students have their schedules
fluctuating, they leave for breaks and
it makes scheduling more challenging,” Nick Jones said. Nevertheless,
they chose to go in the opposite direction.
Both Betsy and Nick Jones attribute their high Kenyon student
employment numbers to student
dedication, work ethic and sense of
community. They both emphasized
that hiring Kenyon students allows
them to fulfill their previous goals
of increasing the Market’s hours and

SARA HALEBLIAN
allows them to focus on future aspirations for the Market. Among these
goals are adding a pizza oven, expanding the deli area and potentially
having later hours on weekends.
While staffing shortages currently impact Wiggins’ hours of operations, they also affect indoor dining.
Chadwick worries that reopening
indoor dining areas this semester
would force more responsibilities
onto an already thinly spread staff.
Current employees would have to
shift focus from food preparation
to proper cleaning and sanitation of
indoor dining areas, as well as washing dishes. Chadwick believes that at
the moment, centralizing labor efforts on food production instead of
indoor dining is both more efficient
and kinder to employees.
“Who wants to work a shift where
you feel unaccomplished, stressed
out, overworked and not heard?” she

said.
Despite current struggles with
maintaining a strong staffing system, Chadwick is hopeful about future goals. She intends to re-establish
a full leadership team at Wiggins,
hire at least three full-time servers
and promote at least one employee to
a manager position to increase hours
of operation. When Wiggins’ general manager returns from maternity
leave and more employees are hired,
Chadwick believes these changes in
staffing will allow Wiggins to increase their hours of operation by the
start of spring semester.
“If I’m being very realistic, I think
we can get to 8 a.m. to 7 p.m., dine
in open, with the start of the new
semester,” she said. “We have a long
way to go, but we have had many
challenges these past few years. The
trick is to remain positive and move
forward.”

candidate. Both accused the other
of allegiance to national party leadership over the Ohioans they would
be representing. Ryan accused Vance
of “kissing Trump’s ass” and taking
large sums of money from influential conservatives, including billionaire Peter Thiel. Vance tied Ryan to
Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi
at every opportunity, including parroting a clip he has used in campaign
ads of Ryan saying “I love Nancy Pelosi.”
Ryan countered this, explaining
that he only said this right before announcing he was running against
her for speaker of the house. He then
turned the question back on Vance:
“If you want to run against Nancy
Pelosi, move back to San Francisco
and run against Nancy Pelosi. You’re
running against me.”
Abortion has been a critical issue
in this year’s midterm elections since
Roe v. Wade was overturned in June.

Ryan said he supports codifying Roe,
though he acknowledged that if Republicans retake control of the House
and Senate, this would be impossible.
He emphasized that in this case he
would do everything he could to resist a nation-wide abortion ban like
the 15-week ban proposed by Senator Lindsey Graham, which he called
“the largest government overreach in
the history of our lifetimes.” Directly
attacking Vance, he said: “This is not
a guy who’s ready to protect the rights
of women.”
Vance said he thought abortion
should be permitted in some cases,
like in the viral story of the 10-yearold girl in Ohio who had to travel to
Indiana to get an abortion earlier this
year. He did not clarify exactly what
these cases might be, arguing that it
would be impossible to predict every
possible circumstance.

Ryan and Vance spar in heated final debate before midterms
AMELIA CARNELL
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Democratic candidate Tim Ryan | AMELIA CARNELL

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio — Representative Tim Ryan (D) and venture capitalist J.D. Vance (R) squared
off Monday night in their final debate before the midterm election. The
hour-long debate was marked by personal insults flying between the candidates, who each tried to paint the
other as subservient to their national
parties.
The seat Ryan and Vance are
competing for was left vacant by retiring Senator Rob Portman (R),
who has endorsed Vance to replace
him. According to polls compiled by
FiveThirtyEight, Vance currently has
a slight edge. According to the site,
Vance was up 0.2% on Sunday (before
the debate) and up 0.6% Wednesday.
The night opened with a question
about inflation, which quickly veered
into what became a theme of the
night: personal attacks on the other

Continued on page 4.
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Student Council discusses social events and Wi-Fi issues
DELILAH LOCKE
STAFF WRITER

On Sunday, Student Council met to
discuss the new “Resource Highlight”
from the Committee for Diversity
and Inclusion, class committee plans,
campus Wi-Fi issues and upcoming
Greek organization and Social Board
events.
The Committee for Diversity and
Inclusion is launching Resource
Highlight. The Vice President of Diversity and Inclusion, Khue Tran ’25,
explained that the program is an extension of the Resource Project of last
year. The Resource Project gave students easy access to a list of on-campus and local support sources such
as academic support, LGBTQ+ support and sexual health and wellness.
The Resource Highlight will email
students with weekly information on
fields like academics, finance and
health.

The representatives of class committees also discussed the success of
previous class events and presented
information about upcoming events.
Senior Class Committee President
Prince Adablah ’23, revealed that the
theme of this year’s Senior Soiree will
be “A Night in Vegas.” He noted that
Seniors should be on the lookout for
more information about the event,
which will take place on Nov. 11.
Sophomore Class President Marissa Sun ’25 reported the success of
Sophomore Day and shared that over
200 sophomores attended. Sophomores have the opportunity to voice
what they are interested in seeing for
the rest of the year on a Google form.
Christiane Betfarhad ’26, president
of the Freshman Class Committee,
shared details about Founders Day
this year and encouraged first years to
sign the Matriculation Book — a record of all Kenyon students in the history of the College. “We are sending

out reminder emails this week to remind people that the [Matriculation]
Book is still on dis play,” she said.
Additionally, the Council reviewed
new information regarding Wi-Fi
connectivity issues around campus.
According to Buildings, Grounds, and
Sustainability Committee Chairperson Sally Smith ’23, new Wi-Fi routers
have been ordered by Kenyon but have
not been delivered due to supply chain
issues. The committee recommends
that students contact Helpline or file a
work order if a student is having trouble with Wi-Fi. “They’re doing everything they can to make sure Wi-Fi is
running as smoothly as possible and
reaches as many places on campus as
possible,” Smith said.
Safety and Wellness Committee
Chairperson Madelin Vandeberg ’25
announced that the Cox Health and
Counseling Center is still offering
free f lu shots in an effort to help students stay healthy this f lu season. Flu

shots are required vaccinations at Kenyon, so it is recommended that every
student make an appointment if they
haven’t been vaccinated yet. Kenyon
is also participating in the American
College Health Association’s National
College Health Assessment (NCHA).
The NCHA will evaluate health patterns of students so that Kenyon can
provide better support on campus.
Students are highly encouraged to
complete the survey.
Finally, the Council made sure to
get into the fall spirit by detailing an
assortment of upcoming Halloween
events hosted by Social Board and
Greek organizations on campus. Social Board will be hosting a “Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone” watch
party on Halloween, with snacks provided. The Greek Council announced
Beta Theta Pi’s (Betas) Halloween
Scarehouse on Oct. 29 and Epsilon
Delta Mu’s (EDM) Dog Parade on Oct.
31.

Balderson and Rippel-Elton compete for 12th district seat
AUDREY BAKER
NEWS EDITOR

On Nov. 8, residents of Ohio’s 12th
congressional district — which covers multiple counties in northeast
and central Ohio, including parts of
Knox County — will choose between
Republican incumbent Troy Balderson and Democrat Amy Rippel-Elton
to elect to the U.S. House of Representatives for a two-year term.
Balderson has ser ved as representative for the 12th district since 2018
and previously ser ved in the Ohio
State Senate and Ohio House of Rep-

resentatives.
According to the polling aggregate
FiveThirtyEight, Balderson is very
likely to be elected to a third term
in the solidly Republican district.
He currently serves on the House
Agriculture Committee and House
Transportation and Infrastructure
Committee, and he lists some of his
priorities as agriculture and manufacturing, infrastructure and workforce development. Balderson recently voted in favor of the CHIPS and
Science Act, which invested tens of
billions of dollars into semiconductor research, aiming to strengthen

domestic semiconductor manufacturing while reducing reliance on
countries overseas.
“My vote in favor of the CHIPS
Act was a vote to support a once-ina-lifetime investment in Ohio; protect critical national security interests; and provide opportunities for
the people I represent by bringing
good-paying jobs back to America,”
Balderson wrote in a statement published on Twitter.
Rippel-Elton supports Medicare
for All, the Green New Deal and education reform, and she is passionate
about campaign finance reform. She

previously lobbied to overturn Citizens United v. FEC, which ruled that
the government could not prevent
corporations from funding independent political advertising under the
First Amendment.
“My hopes for my legacy is that
people see that I truly put my love
of the people above every thing. That
I fight in a common sense way for
the things that matter in their daily
lives,” Rippel-Elton wrote.
Residents of the 12th district can
vote for either of the two candidates
on Nov. 8, or vote early in-person or
by mail.

CORRECTIONS
“Kenyon hiring must adapt more quickly to student interests” incorrectly stated the number of history majors in the Class of 2022. There were 32.
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BFEC hosts annual Fall Harvest Festival for community
HANNAH DOURGARIAN
NEWS EDITOR

The Brown Family Environmental Center (BFEC) hosted its annual
Fall Harvest Festival on Saturday. The
event was open to the public for the
first time since before the pandemic.
Organized mainly by the BFEC’s
Post-Baccalaureate Fellow Emma Renee Coffman ’22, the event offered a
number of opportunities for members of the Kenyon and Knox County
communities to immerse themselves
in a vibrant fall celebration including
hayrides, arts and crafts, pumpkin
decorating, live music, food trucks
and farm animals.
This year, the festival included the
greatest number of vendors and exhibitions in its history, put on by groups
including Kenyon-affiliated organizations such as the Gund Gallery and
the Philander Chase Conservancy,
student bands and local farms and
businesses such as the Road Runner
Rascals Alpaca Ranch and Plein Air
Painters. The event also witnessed its
largest turnout ever, with 2,700 guests
coming to experience the festival’s revitalization.
The vendors at the festival succeeded in fostering an inclusive, family-friendly atmosphere by offering a
number of activities that appealed to
a wide audience. Many of these activities also allowed visitors to familiarize themselves with each organization’s mission and work. For example,
guests could make pinecone bird
feeders with materials provided by
the Philander Chase Conservancy or
tie-dye bandanas using natural dyes
from Community Roots, a local nonprofit organization dedicated to restoring abandoned greenhouses and
fields. Kenyon students also had the
opportunity to volunteer at a number of stations for kids, such as a face
painting table and an activity called

“Pond Play.”
At Pond Play, kids used a net to
explore the BFEC’s three small ponds
and tried to catch frogs. Those who
succeeded could then place the frogs
in a small bin to observe them more
closely. This activity not only allowed
kids to try something new, but also
gave Kenyon volunteers the opportunity to engage with an age group they
do not interact with regularly. “The
Harvest Fest is a really great way for
Kenyon students to get into the community a little more and interact with
the families,” said Haley Sorkin ’25, a
Pond Play volunteer. “It was also just
really fun, hanging out with the kids.”
Another popular activity was offered by Athenas & Blast, a Kenyonaffiliated outreach program that
plans science-based activity days for
middle school students. At the Athenas & Blast table, visitors could play
with oobleck, a mixture of cornstarch
and water. Visitors of all ages were fascinated by the non-Newtonian fluid,
which becomes a solid when pressure is applied but reverts to a liquid
when pressure is removed. “I really
enjoyed having the opportunity to
engage with the community and my
coworkers did as well,” Ellie Haljun
’23, one of the organization’s student
leaders, wrote in an email to the Collegian. “So many adults and kids interacted with our activities. It really
demonstrated how important it is to
have accessible & fun science activities available for all age groups.”
Coffman noted that her favorite
part of the festival was running the
children’s games, which consisted of a
pumpkin roll, a three-legged race and
a sack race. “It’s absolutely my favorite because the kids just get into it and
the parents cheer them on and we’re
all just clapping for one another,” she
said. “There’s just a lot of laughs and a
lot of tripping over pumpkins.”
Abby Navin ’23, one of the four

The Harvest Festival featured farm animals and crafts. | BRITTANY LINN
BFEC student managers, reiterated
the notion that the festival contributed to bringing people of all ages
and backgrounds in the Kenyon and
Knox County communities together.
“[The festival] is a way to merge the
two groups and get them interacting and get Kenyon students seeing
what’s out in the Knox County region, and also for Knox County resi-

dents to meet Kenyon students,” she
said.
The celebratory nature of the
Harvest Festival offered a fun, inviting event for people of all ages and
backgrounds to embrace the fall season and learn more about the diverse
work and interests of Kenyon and
Knox County community members.
“I think the community, Kenyon and

Knox County, both were just so ready
for an event like this after COVID,”
Coffman said. “Having so many different groups with so many different
interests from both the community
and from Kenyon, I think it really
added to the communal atmosphere
of the event, just because there were
so many different people coming together.”

Laurie Finke, who spoke about the
history of Founders’ Day and the
College.
“Palimpsest” is defined as
“writing material (such as a
parchment or tablet) used one or
more times after earlier writing
has been erased.” Finke connected
this idea to the reading rooms in
Ascension Hall, which have had
multiple uses over the years. More
broadly, she meditated on ideas of
tradition, repetition and returns.
At the end of her speech, she said,
“The Founders’ Day ritual is a ritual in palimpsest, a pause in our
day to day business to investigate
some of them, to forge a connection to the past … but even more
importantly, to mark the past’s
strangeness.”
Awards presented included the
Bishop Philander Chase Medal,
which was given to Acting President Jeff Bowman, Professor of
Mathematics Judy Holdener and
Thomas S. Turgeon Professor of
Drama and Film Jonathan Tazewell. The medal celebrates 25
years of distinguished service to

the College. In an email to the
Collegian, Tazewell wrote that
he was honored to receive the
award. “It is especially gratifying
to share receiving the award with
the members of my ‘class,’ those
hired in the same year as me,” he
said. Bowman echoed Tazewell’s
sentiments, writing in an email to
the Collegian, “I feel deeply fortunate to work at a place with such
wonderful students and employees — and with such a powerful
mission.”
Tazewell reflected further on
how Kenyon has changed in the
past 25 years. “It has mostly gotten
better over time. It is more diverse.
It is more socially conscious and
ethical about how it treats people
and the environment. It has become better about how it invests
in our society. And most importantly, it is a stronger academic institution than ever,” he said. “My
hope for the future is that we will
continue to strive to be a positive,
diverse, ethical, and thoughtful
institution into the future.”
Middle Path Medals were

awarded to Carmen King, the
College’s former fine arts librarian, and Julie Miller, recently retired Knox County Health Commissioner, for their outstanding
contributions to the community.
The Faculty Advising Award,
which recognizes faculty members who have demonstrated
commitment and dedication to
academic advising at the College,
was given to Professor of Chemistry John Hofferberth. Bowman
praised Hofferberth, saying, “The
distinction is richly deserved,” he
said. “It is recognition of qualities
we all admire in Professor Hofferberth — his imagination, his rigor, his energy, and his attention to
individual students”.
After the ceremony, the class
of 2026 planted their tree, named
“Rutherford Tree Hayes” after Kenyon alumnus and U.S. president
Rutherford B. Hayes, in front of
Samuel Mather Hall. Students of
the Class of 2026 can also sign
the Matriculation Book until Oct.
20, joining the almost 24,000 students who have signed since 1841.

Class of 2026 matriculates at Founders’ day ceremony

“Rutherford Tree Hayes” | SARA HALEBLIAN
GRIFFIN MEYER
STAFF WRITER

Kenyon celebrated Founders’
Day on Oct. 13th. The ceremony

was held in Rosse Hall Auditorium for the first time in three
years. It featured a faculty address
entitled “Palimpsest” by Professor of Women and Gender Studies
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Crime and immigration central in Youngstown debate
Continued from page 1.
“You cannot say with total confidence what every single exception in every single case is going to be,” he said.
He further voiced support for Graham’s
proposal, saying, “If you can’t support
legislation like that, you are making the
United States the most barbaric, proabortion regime anywhere in the entire
world.” Abortion is legal in many countries, including up to the 20th week of
pregnancy in Canada and up to the 24th
week in Great Britain.
Vance, who in last week’s debate
called rape “inconvenient,” this week attributed the ten-year-old girl’s assualt to
what he described as “the open southern
border,” which he blamed on Ryan and
Democratic leadership. “She would never have been raped in the first place if
Tim Ryan had done his job on border security,” he said. He continued, postulating that this border policy has increased
both crime rates in Ohio and increased
the flow of fentanyl into the US, leading to an increase in overdose deaths. In
2020, Ohio ranked fourth in the country

for per capita drug overdose deaths.
Ryan also argued for tougher security
at the southern border. “I disagree with
President Biden when he’s talking about
relaxing some of the regulations down
on the border — completely disagree
with that,” he said. Though they agreed
on the principle, they disagreed on the
specifics: Vance supports former President Donald Trump’s vision of a wall at
the southern border, while Ryan focused
on technological advancements that he
said could increase security.
On the subject of the January 6th
Committee, which last week voted unanimously to subpoena former President
Trump, Ryan said he would like to see
Trump testify, and he cast the insurrection as a violent attack on American democracy. Vance, on the other hand, said
it’s a distraction from the real problems
facing Americans.
Ryan threw back that Americans can
“walk and chew gum at the same time,”
meaning they can investigate the insurrection while also addressing other issues, including the economy.

Vance took the opportunity to point
out that he has the endorsement of the
Fraternal Order of Police and criticized
Ryan, calling him soft on crime. He said
that Ryan betrayed Ohioans and Ohio
policy in summer 2020, when he called
for reforms including ending cash bail
in the midst of the protests following the
death of George Floyd.
The climax of the debate turned to
the “great replacement” theory, the false
theory that liberal elites are conspiring
to replace white voters with minorities,
largely through immigration. This conspiracy theory motivated the attacker in
the Buffalo shootings earlier this year.
Ryan accused Vance (who has praised
Alex Jones, one of the theory’s notable
advocates) of supporting the theory.
Vance fired back, saying he is not a racist, and that when he is accused of this it
leads to his children (who are biracial)
being attacked online.
In his closing statement, Vance argued that Ryan has had his turn and
that Ohioans deserve new leaders. “My
simple argument is this: that Tim Ryan’s

had his chance,” he said. “Whenever I’m
up here in the Mahoning Valley I’m constantly approached by people who tell
me that Tim Ryan has failed them and
that Tim Ryan has failed to do his job.
It’s really simple: we need to go in a new
direction in this country.”
Ryan closed the debate by talking
about jobs, referencing his grandfather,
an Ohio steelworker. “We’ve worked
hard, Democrats, Republicans, Independents, to bring economic development back here. It’s a shame that someone running for Senate wants to come to
Youngstown and trash all the hard work
that we’ve done over the last twenty
years,” he said before circling back to his
own family history. “We’ve gotta do the
kind of things that my grandfather did:
give back, serve. But it starts with a good
paying job.”
Early voting in Ohio is open and will
conclude on Election Day, Nov. 8.
Editor-in-Chief Salvatore Macchione
contributed to reporting.
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Women’s and gender studies at Kenyon: a contentious past
CECILIA OSHINS
FEATURES EDITOR

tion and the associated faculty for
pushing for more progressive ideologies. What sparked the debates was
a grant request made by the College
to the National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH) for the creation
of the women’s studies program in
1982. Even though Kenyon never received the money, many of the faculty who opposed the department were
furious. “They questioned whether
the reforms recommended in the
NEH proposal constituted radical
intellectual criticism or, more than
that, indoctrination,” wrote Elizabeth Lilla in a Commentary article.
In 1985, The Gambier Journal
split, as a result of the controversy,
into the Gambier Journal, Inc. and
The Kenyon Journal. One Collegian
article that reported on the split did
not mention that this was due to the
debates about Women’s Studies, but
it did highlight the Gambier Journal Inc.’s conservatism. “In answer
to past criticisms about the conser-

The Department of Women’s
Studies (now the Department of
Women’s and Gender Studies) at Kenyon had a rocky relationship with
the greater community and many of
the students when it was first introduced. The idea of establishing the
department was first introduced
under Philip Jordan’s College presidency in 1975, but it wasn’t until the
early ’80s that students could take
a women’s studies class. Throughout the process, there was very little
student support, and the majority of
voices speaking out about it opposed
the “radical” feminism they feared
would change the values of the College. The biggest adversarial voice
was that of The Gambier Journal, an
opinion publication.
The Gambier Journal, a student
paper at the time, relentlessly attacked the Kenyon administratra-
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Senior Class Total:

11

phone call from the dean’s secretary
for a Collegian op-ed in which she
explained how the women’s studies
class implied that women were less
capable than men in an academic
setting.
The Collegian, during the first
year the lecture series was held, reported little to nothing about the
new women’s studies course. Students were generally very apathetic
about the program, with only about
30 in the first class and increasingly
fewer students signing up to take it
in the following semesters. In 1985,
enrollment was down to seven students, so it disappeared from the
course list for the academic year.
Finally, in 1986, the course was
reinstated. This was not all, though.
The women’s center moved and expanded, and the College established
the Women’s Faculty Caucus to integrate feminist philosophies into already-established courses and offer
support to the department.

vative bias many felt the Gambier
Journal exhibited, the new editors
of the Gambier Journal, Inc. stated
that they are not discounting liberal
views,” wrote Jennifer Russell ’86,
Editor-In-Chief of the Collegian at
the time.
A particularly controversial lecture series for the time was held
from 1984 to 1985. According to
Lilla, “[t]hese included three showings of the film Not a Love Story —
a feminist critique of pornography
— along with a lecture by the film’s
star, a former stripper. It also featured a lecture by the foremost feminist theologian and critic of America’s ‘patriarchal power structure,’
Rosemary Radford Ruether.”
Though the community criticized
the program for fear it was too radical, in reality, it was far from it. Students felt as if they could not contradict the feminist critiqes their
professors were teaching, and one
student even received a harassing

Junior Class Total:

12

Sophomore Class Total:

11

First-Year Class Total:

9

Answer

Johann
Johannsson ‘23

Jack McClellan ’24

Ella Crowther ’25

Robin Pratt ’26

How many New Apartments
have been forced to evacuate
because of mold this semester?

Two

Two

Two

Three

Two

The Collegian logo depicts what
Kenyon building?

Peirce/Peirce Tower

Old K

Ascension

Old K

I don’t know, Old K?

True or False: There is currently a
Sriracha hot sauce shortage.

True

True

True

True

True

Name the Taylor Swift album
dropping on Oct. 21.

Midnights

Any hints?

21

I don’t know

Weekly Scores

2

2

1

I don’t know

2
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Weekly Crossword
KYLE KELLEY
CROSSWORD EDITOR

10/13 Solutions

Did you finish this week’s crossword?
Email a photo of your completed crossword to
crossword@kenyoncollegian.com.

1
5
11
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
26
27
28
29
30
31
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
42
43
44
45
47
48
49
54
55
56
57
58
59

Across
Bigeyed Betty
Server with a big mouth
Short history
Rice rival
Home of House of the Dragon
Bouncing baby?
O’Keeffe paintings, e.g.
Brave letters
TNT alternative
Found a new purpose for
Goal of some Kenyon classes
End of one’s labor
Baltimore bird
After-dinner drink
Makes mad
Ennui, with “the”
A Kenyon student, since May
Business card nos.
Knight job
Beach ball?
Type of dog
Storm
Deal makers?
Dean for career development
Lower class?
Blows one’s horn
Starry Night tree
Sounds of music
Ancient region of Asia Minor
Lord of the ring
Close companions
“Tick, Tick... Boom!” director, to fans
Get to the present
Nobel ceremony city
Like a Beethoven minuet
Bathroom barriers
Apple TV competitor

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
23
24
25
26
28
30
32
33
35
36
38
39
41
42
44
45
46
47
50
51
52
53

Down
Breath-taking creature
Circle of power?
Parts of pts.
Couch people
Monopoly stop
After these you’ll get an F
Recall system
Simon & Garfunkel’s “I ___ Rock”
Ultraconservative position
Med students working at a hospital,
often
Fast class on a financial crisis
Politician’s plea
Going, going, gone
Subway lines
Hagen of Who’s Afraid of Virginia 		
Woolf?
Denim portmanteau pair
Archangel in Paradise Lost
Plastic fiber party favor
Blow one’s horn
Golf green gripper
Sacrificial plays?
Drs. Leslie and Madeline
Commits a deadly sin
7/11 product?
Chocolate dog
Equilateral quadrilateral
Love child
Iowa’s ___ College
Corn and cough
Intriguing group
Spanish surrealist
Kenyon library of old
Cut, with “x”
Dallas-based flier, initially
Metric starts
Game in the woods
Fraction of a Franc
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Kokosingers entertain family weekend crowd at Rosse Hall

Kokosinger Biglow '23 | ANNALIA FIORE
HANNAH DOURGARIAN
NEWS EDITOR

This semester’s talented Kokosingers, or “Kokes,” Kenyon’s
oldest all-male a capella group,
took to the Rosse Hall stage on
Friday to perform their highly anticipated fall concert.
The event, which opened with
a group rendition of “Touch Me”
by The Doors, also included three
songs performed by Kokes’ new
members, as well as solos performed by each of the group’s veteran seniors — Aidan Biglow ’23,
Brian Coburn ’23, Ben Pimstone
’22 and Caleb Stern ’23 — and arrangements performed by all of
the singers together. The setlist
included a number of well-known
songs, such as “How to Disappear” by Lana Del Ray, “Real Love
Baby” by Father John Misty and
“Fun Fun Fun” by the Beach Boys.
The Kokes began preparing
for their concert in early September with what the group calls Listening Day, during which every
member suggests potential setlist
songs before the group votes on
which ones to perform. “You

could theoretically bring down
anything, which truly is one of my
favorite parts,” said Coburn, the
Kokes president. “I think it makes
our concerts pretty diverse.”
Once the songs are selected,
the music directors, who this year
are Biglow and Stern, begin arranging each one to assign different parts to the tenor 1, tenor
2, baritone and bass singers — a
process that requires careful consideration of rhythm, voice range
and the designation of each singer to the parts of the song that
will best fit their personal vocal
strengths.
The solos of the show allowed
the seniors the opportunity to
showcase not only their individual talents but also their taste in
music. For this concert, many of
the seniors decided to try something new in their solo performances. Biglow performed Bob
Dylan’s “Don’t Think Twice, It’s
All Right.” He noted that this particular song was significantly lower than many of the solos he had
done in the past, but explained
that he was drawn to the melancholy it shared with many of his
past arrangements. “It’s simple,
but it’s a beautiful message,” he

The "Kokes" are Kenyon's oldest all-male a capella group. | AUDREY BAKER
said. “That’s typically what my
solace has been in the past.”
Coburn chose to sing an arrangement that was slightly more
upbeat than those he had performed previously, ultimately selecting “Never Forget You” by the
Noisettes. “I was listening to ‘Back
to Black’ radio, like the Amy
Winehouse song, and it came on,
and I was like, ‘Oh my god, this
is such a fun song. It's upbeat, it
sounds kind of like an oldie, and
it just has a groove, I love it,’” he
said.
Coburn’s solo was particularly
endearing to the audience, as he
started to laugh in the middle of
his performance when he forgot
the lyrics. “I’m not sure I’ve had
a solo where I've remembered all
the words,” he said. “I get up and
I try not to stress too much about
it, and I usually do pretty okay at
that. At this point, I've performed
for a lot of years, but it does mean
that sometimes I get a little too
loose, and then I forget words, but
that's okay, I feel like that's part of
the experience.”
The Kokes’ concerts typically include a number of goofy
elements to make the audience
laugh, such as wacky sets and

odd traditions. This year, for example, the Kokes performed renditions of Raffi’s “Bananaphone”
and “Baby Beluga," which included a fair amount of playful
snapping and humming. About
halfway through the concert, the
Kokes’ new members — dubbed
“the newbies” — also performed
their own silly arrangement of the
Kokosingers’ original “Cowboy,”
much of which poked fun at the
veteran Kokes who were listening from the audience. Prior to
this rendition, the newbies had
performed all the musical sets
with random objects around their
necks, such as face masks and
Nintendo controllers.
According to Will Breinholt
’25, it was not until almost immediately before the concert began that the seniors ordered the
newbies to remove their ties in order to sport these new accessories
instead. “I didn't know they were
going to do that,” Breinholt said.
“Apparently we can't wear ties
until we've earned them.” Sure
enough, upon finishing their performance of “Cowboy,” the older
Kokes returned to the stage to ceremoniously return the newbies’
confiscated ties and continue on

with the more carefully rehearsed
sets.
Despite the Kokosingers’ raw
vocal talent, Coburn emphasized
the importance of fostering lighthearted moments such as these
throughout the concert. “Obviously I want to sing as well as possible and have good sound as a
group and blend and all that, but
we're also putting on a show,” he
said. “I think that's what people
like about our concerts, too, is that
we're just fun, and we're goofy.
And I hope that they don't think
we take ourselves too, too seriously, because, you know, we're just a
bunch of people singing a capella,
and at the end of the day, that can
only be so serious in my mind.”
Upon finishing their first concert of the year, the Kokes are
looking forward to their highly anticipated tour over winter
break, for which they will travel to
a number of venues in Pennsylvania and New York. Until then, the
Kokes will continue their rehearsing grind and hope to hold a few
more low-key events around campus, such as possibly performing
for AVI workers in Peirce Dining
Hall and at the Shawn Kelly charity event this December.

KCDC's Stage Blood: a new take on a Shakespearean classic
SACHA FRANJOLA
STAFFF WRITER

On Oct. 13, the Kenyon College
Dance, Drama, and Cinema Club
(KCDC) began their whirlwind threenight run of Charles Ludlam’s Stage
Blood, to the delight of Gambier audiences. Like my fellow theatergoers, I
left the Bolton Theater invigorated by
the infectious energy of the production
and convinced that I, too, had stage
blood running through my veins.
The play is a loose adaptation of
Shakespeare’s Hamlet in which a struggling, family-owned theater company
arrives to perform the Danish tragedy
in the hometown of its patriarch, Carlton Stone Sr. (Lin McDow ’26). Having aged out of the title role, his son,
Carl (Caleb Stern ’23), is preparing to
step into the role of Hamlet for the first

time. After Carlton Sr. is seemingly
murdered during the opening performance, the events of Hamlet begin to
play out among the actors backstage,
blurring the line between their characters and their lives. The performances
of McDow and Stern are buttressed by
those of Iris Santalucia ’26 as Carl’s
mother Helga, Alex Carrigan ’25 as
belligerent stage manager Jamie Jenkins, Julia Friedman ’23 as theatrical
newcomer Elfie Fey and Spencer Robinson ’25 as “damn practical joker” Edmund Dundreary.
Given the many, many moving parts
to the plot of Stage Blood, there were
several points at which it became difficult to keep track of everything going on. Despite the convoluted nature
of the plot, the talent of the actors
and technicians kept the audience
thoroughly engaged throughout the
90-minute runtime. The comedic tim-

ing of the cast was perfect, with dialogue zinging back and forth between
humorous sound cues. From the moment the house lights dimmed, the
small-but-mighty troupe of actors held
the attention of theatergoers with zany
jokes that occasionally veered into
more salacious territory (at one particularly confusing moment near the
play’s conclusion, Carl produces a leash
and collar while declaring himself to
have been in a dominant/submissive
relationship with Jenkins).
The many moments of comedy, however, are balanced with a few more serious scenes that the cast nailed with
expertise and surprising grace. Stern’s
delivery of the “to be or not to be” soliloquy was shockingly touching, as was
his and Friedman’s “get thee to a nunnery” exchange immediately after. Santalucia’s Gertrude-via-Helga was similarly delightful given the more obvious

parallels between the two characters.
Another notable moment appeared
when Carl, dressed only in underwear,
was visited by an apparition of his murdered father, not unlike the Prince of
Denmark. McDow’s portrayal of Carlton Sr. was very strong, with the character’s larger-than-life attitude perfected right down to the thud of his cane.
McDow’s energy was matched easily
by Carrigan’s Jenkins, whose stomping and sighing complemented the
stage manager’s petulant nature as she
sparred with her costars. Robinson’s
Edmund Dundreary, whose physical
comedy and Elvis-esque stage presence
shined throughout the production,
added notes of levity to the occasional
heavier moments of the show.
Stage Blood was a stellar addition to
the many events of Family Weekend,
and the entire creative team deserves a
resounding round of applause.
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Matter + Spirit exhibition considers Christianity and culture

Come to the Table by Laura Stevenson | ANNALIA FIORE
ANNALIA FIORE
ARTS EDITOR

Every so often, I like to escape
the Hill and see creative productions beyond Kenyon. This Friday,
I visited the Schnormeier gallery to
see the Matter + Spirit exhibit, a collection that features work created by
Chinese and American artists. The
Schnormeier gallery is a part of the
Mount Vernon Nazarene University’s (MVNU) Buchwald Center,
which provides classroom space for
art and graphic design students, as
well as a two-roomed gallery that
hosts a variety of exhibits. The gallery showcased Matter + Spirit from
Aug. 29 to Oct. 14. The exhibit explores what it means to be a Christian artist and culture maker in two
secular societies: the United States
as a post-Christian, materialistic
society, and China as a completely
atheistic society.
Matter + Spirit was sponsored,
among many others, by the Nagel
Institute of Calvin University, an
agency which partners with Christian intellectual movements. The
Matter + Spirit exhibit came about
when a creative coalition of Ameri-

can and Chinese professors, artists
and critics met in China in 2018
and spent two weeks discussing
art and Christian spirituality while
they traveled. In the aftermath, the
network of artists created pieces
inspired by their travels together.
Many of the Chinese artists examined the endurance of Christian
faith within China, while the American artists drew inspiration from
traditional Chinese artistry.
When I entered the exhibit, the
first piece I observed was an installation by Laura Stevenson titled Come
to the Table, a serigraph lit up with
LEDs displayed on a bright red table
with chairs. Stevenson explains in
the Matter + Spirit exhibition catalog that she drew inspiration for
her piece from the many meals she
shared with Chinese families.
Further into the exhibit, I examined Meagan Stirling’s Digging
a Hole to China, originally a performance piece in which she progressively digs a hole over the course
of her third trimester of pregnancy
while also keeping watch of her
daughter. The performance piece
ends with her sitting in the hole
she has dug with her daughter and
newborn. In the exhibition catalog,

Stirling reflects on China’s one-child
policy that was repealed in 2015 and
says she feels privileged to be an artist and a mother at the same time.
The Schnormeier Gallery does not
show the original performance video,
but it does display three black and
white photographs of Stirling and
her daughters digging, accompanied
by two linen aprons, a shovel and a
pry bar that were used in the performance.
Another piece that struck me
was Yuanming Cao’s Chinese Village
Church Series 2004-08, five digital
prints depicting various rural Christian churches in China’s countryside. Each photograph depicts one
of the church’s gatekeepers in the
background — they and the bleak
landscapes behind them are black
and white — holding framed photographs of the churches they serve in
the foreground, fully in color. Cao
comments that he visited over 600
countryside churches in one region
of China, indicating the endurance
of grassroot Christianity despite the
overt atheism of the Chinese government.
After walking through the gallery I sat on the floor and gazed at the
pieces surrounding me. There was

something tremendously inspiring about being surrounded by so
many creative projects — billowing banners, mourning jewelry
and sweeping oil canvases. There
are so many other pieces I could
mention; the whole exhibit left me
pondering questions concerning
faith and art.
After my Friday visit, I interviewed the Schnormeier Gallery
Director Laura Tabbut and discussed the thought process behind
the curation. Tabbut explained
the intention behind the Gallery’s
curation of Matter + Spirit: “We
chose the pieces that highlighted
more of the Chinese artists. We
wanted to make sure that they had
really good representation for our
international students, as well as
expose our domestic population
to what Chinese art looks like.”
Tabbut also provided some background to the 2018 visit to China,
noting the precarious situation
that some of the Chinese Christian artists found themselves in:
“Many of the Chinese artists were
underground, and some could not
participate in the Nagel institute
[program] because it would be a
detriment to their safety.” She went

on to say that the Chinese pieces
ranged in subtlety, considering
that some had to create art underground in order to avoid repercussions from the Chinese state.
The Schnormeier Gallery also
hosted a gallery talk and reception on Oct. 6, featuring some of
the artists and collaborators who
visited China and contributed to
the exhibit. MVNU student Koryn
Allen commented on her experience at the event and her thoughts
on the exhibit. “Especially memorable was the perspective of one
Korean American artist as she related the intricacies of creating art
that reflected an aspect of Chinese
culture while also deepening her
own sense of identity as an Asian
individual (and Christian). There
were two distinct styles of artwork,
mirroring two different responses
of how Chinese Christians should
best approach and interact with
their context. Altogether, a lovely and illuminating exhibit,” she
wrote in a message to the Collegian.
The Matter + Spirit exhibit left
Schnormeier Gallery this weekend
and will next travel to Taylor University in Indiana.

Metres reads poems from his new collection Shrapnel Maps
OSOSE OMOFOMAH
STAFF WRITER

As I strode into the Higley Hall auditorium,
there were already a number of professors and
a patchwork of students scattered around the
room for Philip Metres’ poetry reading from
his new book, Shrapnel Maps. Metres is a professor of English at John Carroll University and
has received numerous awards for his poetry,
including the Lyric Poetry Prize from the Poetry Society of America.
The room was at first jittery, and the hum
of anticipation and excitement grew as more
people walked into the auditorium. Robert P.
Hubbard Assistant Professor of Poetry Mi-

chael Leong introduced Metres. Leong gave
an appreciative speech about Shrapnel Maps as
a medium that captures the essence of poetic
expression and political witnessing, describing
the book as both a call to compassion and an
invitation into a world that the reader may not
be familiar with. At this point, Metres stepped
up to the podium, and the audience members
leaned in, their eyes trying to catch the words
straight from the page.
The first poem that Metres read was written in Arabic, read from right to left. He was
assisted in the reading of this poem by Layla
Bayoumi ’25 with some lines said in English
and others in Arabic. The lines flowed from
one to the next, and while his voice and hers
didn’t merge, there was a merging of intent, two

lines running to land on one converging point.
There was applause for both the poem and the
student’s oratory. It was at this point that Metres decided to explain the inspiration behind
the creation of this book.
His sister went to Palestine in the summer of
1993 to learn Arabic and the culture, where she
met her future spouse. Metres went to Palestine
along with his family for her wedding, and the
experience, along with the pictures he took on
the trip, inspired him to write Shrapnel Maps.
From that point on, he took the audience
on a journey of experiences, easily transporting us to scenes from his personal life. I could
taste the air from his neighborhood and picture
the blaze of the sun. In other poems, he drew
the audience into his mind and the guilt he felt

from not having a coherent stance on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. In another piece directly
inspired by a picture from his sister’s wedding,
he wrote about the nuanced and layered ways of
saying “love” in Arabic and tied that to the culture of Palestinian people. A majority of these
poems made biblical allusions, comparing the
customary to the mythic. At several moments,
there was a rapturous snapping of fingers applauding Metres’ poetic skill.
At the end, there was a Q&A session during
which Metres and audience members shared
poets they enjoyed and the evolution of poetry
over time. As the audience strode out of the auditorium, I felt there was a feeling akin to picking the perfect fruit from the basket and biting
into it — satisfaction.
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Pave Middle Path
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COLUMN:
This Halloween, choose comfort
and style with long underwear
DOROTHY YAQUB
COLUMNIST

As temperatures drop and winter looms, it is time to
make the yearly plea on behalf of all Kenyon students:
Pave Middle Path.
The conversation seems to occur every year, yet
there is never any substantial change. During warmer
months, the gravel path already presents struggles, especially to those with limited mobility. However, Ohio
is now entering a season of consistent inclement weather in which these struggles are deeply exacerbated. Precipitation alone muddies the path, and paired with below-freezing temperatures, it’s not a question of if, but
when, the path will become an ice rink. A single walk
down the main artery of campus in these conditions
will reveal how susceptible students are to slipping,
sliding and finding themselves horizontal. In January
2019, a student was concussed after falling on Middle
Path while attempting to make it to her morning class
on an icy morning, and almost every student has experienced some minor injury from a Middle Path fall
during their four years here.
These conditions are dangerous for all students, but
for students with impaired mobility, these conditions
also severely limit access to campus. Kenyon claims to
value equitable access to eduction, of which the accessibility of Kenyon’s physical environment must be a key
part, but this is meaningless when Middle Path, one of
the most recognizable features of campus, and one everyone on campus must interact with every day (unless
they take excessive detours to avoid it), is fundamentally inaccessible. A gravel Middle Path is contrary to
Kenyon’s stated values.
Unless this is your first winter on the Hill, this is
not news. The notion of paving Middle Path is common in winter-time discussions. This discussion even
unites the current generation with the students of half
a century ago. A Collegian piece from 2019 highlighted
several focusing events that kickstarted the conversation. An especially snowy and cold winter in 1970 and
the College President Philip H. Jordan’s failed attempt
to prove he could navigate the path by wheelchair in
the 1980s were just some of the most notable instances.
While it seems like there was more of a debate
amongst the students all those years ago, the sentiment
on campus now seems to be quite unified in favor of
paving Middle Path. Even so, students’ pleas still seem
to fall on deaf ears.
The College administration has claimed to be striking a balance between utility and “tradition” in their
decision to leave the gravel as is. However, tradition is
a poor excuse, especially when such a tradition actively
impedes Kenyon’s alleged pursuit towards equity and
safety for all in the Gambier community. The argument
for keeping Middle Path a gravelly, slip-and-slide mess
is wholly superficial and inherently conservative; the
status quo of the Path is one that prioritizes aesthetics over functionality and tradition over progress. As
such, it is imperative that the Board of Trustees and the
administration finally do what should have been done
years ago: Pave Middle Path.
Sincerely,
Salvatore, Amelia and Reid
The staff editorial is written weekly by editors-inchief Amelia Carnell ’23 and Salvatore Macchione ’23
and executive director Reid Stautberg ’23. You can contact them at carnell1@kenyon.edu, macchione1@kenyon.edu, stautberg1@kenyon.edu, respectively.

As you walk down Middle Path, you may feel an eerie
chill run down your spine. October is a month of goosebumps in two very different ways. First, as Halloween approaches, it’s hard not to find yourself in a sinister, spooky
mood. Second, it’s really freaking cold. These are two undeniable facts of life on the Hill, and, as I’ve observed, this
has caused a unique predicament: how is a college student
supposed to wear a sexy costume in this weather? Well,
modern problems require modern solutions, and this intrepid Collegian columnist has an idea.
As I’ve previously mentioned, I grew up in sunny
Southern California, where I was surrounded by party
animal college students and Kardashian-clone influencers. As a result, Halloween for me has always been a competition for who can wear the skimpiest costume. This
kind of pageantry is easy where the average temperature
in October is almost 80 degrees Fahrenheit, but those of
us here at Kenyon who want to dress up as Sexy Gru or
a Mischievous Minion are not so lucky. How on earth
can one achieve the desired sensuality without sacrificing warmth and comfort? I present you with my solution:
long underwear.
My fellow Owls, wear your crop tops! Wear your mini
skirts! And underneath them, wear a nice, soft pair of
long johns. I know what you’re thinking: Won’t that undermine the whole point of my costume? Well, herein lies
my argument. I’m not merely suggesting the addition of
long underwear to our Halloween wardrobes; I’m also arguing for a communal change in mindset. If we all choose
to ignore this extra apparel, if we agree to absorb it into
the sphere of socially acceptable fashion statements, then
everyone can go about their Halloween festivities feeling

both snuggly and seductive.
If you want to play it safe, I recommend a pair of
nude fleece-lined tights. They’re subtle, they’re comfortable, and, most importantly for the broke college student,
they’re cheap. You can pop over to Walmart or order a
pair on Amazon without putting too much of a dent in
your budget. They’re also a great winter investment to
pair with a skirt or layer under jeans. Or if you’re feeling
bold (which I certainly hope you are), get yourself a pair
of tights or long underwear in a fun pattern. Polka dots,
stripes, checkers — the options are endless. My personal
recommendation is to get something seasonal. I want to
walk down Middle Path and see your legs adorned with
ghosts and pumpkins.
Now, I know flouting social norms can be scary, especially with the threat of anonymous ridicule via Yik
Yak looming over everyone’s heads. That is why I will be
taking the initiative and wearing long underwear regardless of what the rest of the student body does. I’ve been
planning this year’s costume since Nov. 1 of last year, long
before I knew I would be attending college in a subarctic
climate, and I think I’ve come up with something pretty
brilliant, the perfect synthesis of hot and humorous. I do
not intend to sacrifice my comfort for the sake of fashion, so if you see me wearing long johns under my booty
shorts, mind your own business.
Dorothy Yaqub ’26 is a columnist for the Collegian. She
has not declared a major and is from Santa Barbara. Calif.
She can be reached at yaqub1@kenyon.edu.

Students should be wary of rumors
MEIYA CARTER
ARTS ASSISTANT

During your time at Kenyon,
you may have heard a rumor about
someone you know, or about someone you’ve seen before. If you haven’t
yet, it is likely that you will eventually.
Maybe you’ve heard a story that was
about a friend of a friend or about a
person who you’ve only talked to
once or twice. Maybe you’ve even
been the one to spread a rumor or
two. Regardless of whichever one of
these scenarios you relate to, I’m not
here to judge anyone: After all, who
doesn’t like talking about the people
and things we’ve either witnessed or
heard about in our day-to-day lives?
In many cases, the spreading of information by other people is how
multiple stories are unpacked and
further explored for validity. However, hearsay, depending on the type
of information being discussed, can
have negative effects, especially in a
small school environment.
Gossip at a smaller institution
can further alienate the people at the
center of a story. Sometimes it can
be exhilarating and even therapeutic to say something that very few

people can check you for. What’s the
harm in sharing an interesting piece
of information that you heard from
a friend, or talking about an embarrassing yet extremely funny situation? Depending on what is said, it
can make people feel unsupported
or worse.
The tricky thing about the spread
of rumors is that it can be difficult
to stop completely. Trying to determine whether one is credible or not
is more complicated than one might
imagine, because who’s to say that
someone who would normally be
considered an “eyewitness” isn’t just
telling you their version of an incident? How does one know whether
the spreading of information is really
just a rumor? Rumors, by definition,
are stories that are very doubtful and
have little to no credibility. To the
best of your ability, think about the
kind of information you are spreading. Why do you feel the need to
share something about someone?
What is your goal? There are many
reasons one might share a bit of gossip, but the reason for telling a story
matters almost as much as the story
or rumor itself.
Even if only a few people are

speaking about a particular encounter, at a small campus like ours, it can
feel like the whole world. The saying
may be that “actions speak louder
than words,” but actions don’t really
speak; people do, and the words they
say may be more damaging than
what anyone does from that point
forward.
Creating a campus where people
feel more empowered and emboldened to say what they think and feel
is extremely important. We should
all be encouraged to speak our
minds and not be silenced when we
see something or hear something
that needs our immediate attention.
Our campus should be a space for
people to talk as much as they want
about whatever they want. All I ask
is that we are all more aware about
the things we decide to share about
others, and to be even more careful
about who we decide to share those
observations with.
Meiya Carter is the arts assistant
for the Collegian. She is a double major in English and film and is from
Newark, N.J. She can be reached at
carter3@kenyon.edu.
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Kenyon should maintain its test-optional admissions policy
VALERIA GARCIA-POZO
CONTRIBUTOR

The article on standardized testing in last
week’s edition of the Collegian, written by
Alex Johnson ’24, advocated for the return
of standardized testing requirements on college applications. Kenyon has been test-optional since the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic. This move came as the ongoing
pandemic exacerbated barriers to access to
standardized testing sites across the country, furthering the already-existing equity
divide that standardized testing presents.
The beauty of a test-optional policy is just
that — the tests are optional. Students who
wish to submit their scores may do so, while
students who feel their scores do not accurately represent them can choose to leave
them out of their application. Complaining
about a move that increases equity without
making admissions harder for people who
feel their standardized test scores represent
them well is consistent with elitist, classist
and racist ideals.
Even prior to the pandemic, standardized
testing has been a facet of college admis-

sions with questionable efficacy. It poses an
indubitable threat to low-income students’
chances of admission into elite institutions
such as this one. For a high school student to
take both the SAT and ACT just once would
already amount to over $100, which is simply not economically feasible for some families. Although the College Board and the
ACT distribute fee waivers to low-income
students to offset these costs, there are many
hidden costs to standardized testing, including taking time off from work on test dates
and the costs of transportation for those
who live far from their nearest testing areas.
All these costs add up when one takes a
standardized test more than once, a strategy
which has been proven to improve scores,
especially when one considers the power of
the superscore (for which colleges like Kenyon take students’ highest subscores from
across all testing dates to build the highest
composite scores). This is not to mention expensive college coaches, tutors and test prep
courses. Those who have the financial means
to afford them and cultural capital to even
know they exist will perform better, regardless of their intelligence.

Student activity fee should be
raised to meet BFC demand
MELISSA NIXON
CONTRIBUTOR

This semester, clubs and organizations are back in full force. Club sports
teams are competing in and hosting
tournaments, theater organizations are
producing shows for large crowds and
multicultural organizations are hosting sizable, culturally-focused events.
All of this is funded by the Student Activity Fee and distributed by the Business and Finance Committee (BFC).
However, our pandemic level fee of
$125 does not adequately serve these
needs, and we are currently running
on reserve funds. That is why Student
Council is reaching out to the student
body to gauge support for reinstating
the fee to its pre-pandemic level, $150.
We believe that this is vital to the future funding of the supplies and fun
events that our organizations need and
our students enjoy.
In the previous two academic years,
strong COVID-19 restrictions and discontinuity in club leadership decreased
the number of requests that the BFC
heard. As a result, large surpluses were
captured at the end of each year. To
prevent this, in the 2021-2022 academic year the fee was decreased from $150
per student per semester to $125. At the
time, this decision made sense. There
weren’t many requests for transportation because travel was restricted, and
events were much cheaper since in-person gatherings were prohibited.
Now, the post-pandemic reality
has hit the BFC. Without additional
funding, we will fund fewer publications, fewer club sports, fewer theater

productions and fewer speakers coming to campus. The size and quantity
of requests we have received both this
semester and last spring are forcing
the committee to be more selective.
Additionally, inflation has increased
the amount of funding needed for the
same items and services. As a last resort, the BFC accessed reserve money
to provide minimal extra funding for
this semester. This model isn’t sustainable. Requests will continue to outsize
the current budget, and the reserve will
eventually be depleted. The only permanent solution is raising the student
activity fee.
While there is an urgency to this
matter, Student Council acknowledges
that this money is coming out of students’ pockets and that a fee increase
does not impact everyone equally. That
is why, before making a final recommendation to Kenyon’s Board of Trustees, we are reaching out to the campus
to raise awareness of the issue, answer
questions and poll support. We are
hosting a town hall this Sunday at 7
p.m. in the Community Foundation
Theater. Next week, we will send out
a poll to the student body that will be
used in our final recommendation to
the board. Student Council hopes that
the campus will see the necessity of
these funds and will engage with us on
this crucial matter.
Melissa Nixon is the VP of Business
and Finance. She is an economics and
physics major from Rochester, N.Y. She
can be reached at nixon1@kenyon.edu.

On that note, it is important to consider
that standardized tests do not measure innate ability. Contrary to Johnson’s claims,
standardized testing is not a measure of intelligence.
Furthermore, standardized testing has
a problematic legacy. According to the National Education Association, Dr. Carl
Brigham (a known eugenicist) helped develop the military aptitude tests that influenced
the development of the SAT. Brigham also
wrote in a 1923 book that “racial mixture,”
specifically the presence of Black people,
would lead to the decline of American intelligence. This alone shows a legacy rooted in
racism.
A 2017 Brookings Institute report cites
both race and family income as contributing factors to the achievement gap in SAT
testing, stating that test results replicate patterns of inequality in American society. One
way it does that is detailed in a 2003 study
in the Harvard Educational Review that asserted an important and common instance
of bias in the SAT: On “easy” vocabulary
questions, the presence of words that reflect
white and middle- to upper-class values can

be disproportionately difficult for lowerclass and non-white test takers, who may be
unfamiliar with all the different definitions
and implications such words hold.
A biased test is not a fair test, and certainly not a fair marker of intelligence. If any
student feels that the SAT or ACT represents
them accurately, they should have the option to submit it. However, there should be
no penalty to those who don’t.
Returning to the test requirement is
anathema to Kenyon’s value of “equitable
access to opportunity,” a value I believe we
should all strive to uphold. A simple way to
continue making this school a more equitable, diverse and welcoming institution is to
maintain the test-optional policy. Recognizing the merits of this policy is recognizing
the importance of educational equity, before
and after the pandemic.
Valeria Garcia-Pozo is a co-president of
the First Generation and Low-Income Student Organization. She is an English and
Spanish double major and is from Athens,
Ga. She can be reached at garciapozo1@kenyon.edu.

Faculty can do more to help
students vote in midterms
CALEB NEWMAN
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT

As a political science and sociology double major, I have taken a number of courses
that focus on democracy. While scholars do
not agree on a single definition of democracy, free and fair elections are certainly part
of a functioning one. American democracy
will once again be evaluated in the upcoming midterm elections. In order for students
to fully be able to participate in this vital
election, Kenyon should not have class, or at
the very least, not penalize students for missing class on Election Day.
It is no secret that young people are less
likely to vote in elections. In a poll taken before the 2020 election, over 15% of people
aged 18-34 stated that they could not take
time off work to vote — higher than any
other age group. Any percentage above zero
is too high.
In 2020, the faculty recognized the challenges students faced on Election Day by
passing a resolution that would not penalize a student if they missed class due to voting. As a result, all of my classes were either
postponed or canceled due to there being no
grade penalty for not showing up. Earlier in
the semester, Campus Senate Representative Delaney Gallagher ’23 said during the
Sept. 4 Student Council meeting that faculty
could not give election day off because they
did not receive the request in enough time
according to the meeting minutes.
While some professors may choose to
cancel classes, there is no reason as to why
the faculty cannot make this a college-wide
policy if they wish. The College’s claim that
there is not enough time to do so is an excuse: They knew Election Day was going

to be on Nov. 8. In addition, the resolution
above was passed on Nov. 2, a day before the
2020 election. Faculty could, and should,
pass an identical resolution when they meet
next Monday.
Professors will certainly be against canceling classes, and I can empathize with
that. I value the material that we might otherwise learn during that class time, but that
content does not have to be covered in the set
time for class periods on Election Day. The
Kenyon community learned over the pandemic that students could do asynchronous
work. Professors can alter their lesson plans
to ensure that students learn the same material at a time that works for them.
I do realize that this is creating more
work for professors, but I think faculty are
more than capable of altering their lesson
plans to ensure that students can go vote. I
deeply appreciate that professors go to great
lengths to teach students about the value of
democracy in the classroom and in office
hours. However, if professors decide to impose a grade penalty on students for missing class to go exercise their civic duty, then
what are they really teaching us?
In a few weeks, I plan to walk down to
the Gambier Community Center to vote.
I hope that I can do so without having to
worry about missing valuable information
or incurring a harsh grade penalty for missing a class.
Caleb Newman ‘24 is the Executive Assistant and Sports Editor for the Collegian. He is
a double major in political science and sociology with a public policy concentration from
Arlington, Va. He can be reached at newman3@kenyon.edu.

The opinions page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant to the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed
on this page belong only to the writers. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Collegian staff. All members of the
community are welcome to express opinions through a letter to the editor. The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for
length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by individuals, not organizations, and
must be 200 words or fewer. Letters must also be received no later than the Tuesday prior to publication.
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Late penalties doom football against the College of Wooster
MICAH ARENSTEIN
STAFF WRITER

The Kenyon football team came up short in
the dying seconds of its game against the College of Wooster on Saturday, losing 42-41. A
magnificent second-half display on both sides
of the ball was ultimately not enough to complete the comeback, and the Owls now stand at
2-4 for the season and 1-3 in NCAC play.
The Fighting Scots opened the scoring on
the first drive of the game, but the Owls quickly responded with a Zachary Kim ’25 touchdown thrown by quarterback Ryan O’Leary
’23. Wooster retaliated, scoring 28 unanswered
points and gashing the Kenyon defense on big
plays. Four of the five Wooster touchdowns
in the first half were on plays of more than
35 yards, while the Kenyon offense was stymied. As time winded down in the first half,
the Owls offense finally began to find their
stride. With four and a half minutes to go, Jack
Provenza ’23 exploited a big hole and ran 44
yards into the endzone virtually untouched.
And with just 18 seconds left in the half, Joe
Gorte ’23 caught a 17-yard touchdown pass
from O’Leary, finishing off an 11-play drive to
bring the score to 35-21 entering halftime.
The Owls were red hot right out of the gate
in the second half, bringing the game back
to a one-score affair on their first possession
in the third quarter. O’Leary and the offense
marched 70 yards down the field, capping
the drive off when O’Leary and the O-line
punched their way into the endzone on a QB
sneak. As the fourth quarter opened, the Owls
tied up the game, again efficiently driving
down the field. Kim, who motioned to the left
across the line of scrimmage, was wide open in
the endzone, and O’Leary found him to make

Kim earned weekly honors for his three-touchdown performance. | COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS
it 35-35 after the point after touchdown (PAT).
Kenyon’s streak of 28 unanswered points finally came to an end as the Wooster offense
managed to break down the stout Owls’ defense, scoring with just over five minutes in
the last quarter. Despite the offense turning
the ball over on downs the following possession at the Kenyon 35-yard line, the defense
stood tall again and kept the Fighting Scots
out of field goal range. With no timeouts and
1:07 to play, the offense methodically put together a drive with magnificent play after
magnificent play. After stopping the clock
with 24 seconds left, O’Leary unleashed an
immaculate, 27-yard spiral to Kim in the back

left corner of the endzone, who beat both his
matchup and the free safety to secure his third
touchdown of the day as the crowd went wild.
However, during the ensuing celebration,
there appeared to be confusion over whether
or not the Owls were planning to go for two or
a PAT. A delay of game penalty was called after
an unsportsmanlike conduct penalty, forcing
the Kenyon field goal team all the way back
to the 27-yard line. Unfortunately, the 37-yard
PAT attempt flew too far left, and Kenyon lost
in heartbreaking fashion.
Despite the loss, there were many positives to take from the game. Chief amongst
them was Kim’s performance: He totalled 17

catches in the game, just shy of the school record of 19, good for 197 yards and three touchdowns. Kim’s impressive day got him named
to D3football.com’s Team of the Week. Kim
insisted his performance was in large part due
to his teammates. “It was a complete team effort,” he wrote in an email to the Collegian.
“No one’s success is possible without everyone
doing their job. We feed off one another and
I’m incredibly blessed to be playing with such
a special group of guys.”
The Kenyon football team’s next game is at
Hiram College on Saturday at 1 p.m. Senior
Day on Oct. 29, against DePauw University,
will be the final home game of the year.

Golf swings their way to fifth, 13th to close fall competition
KATIE SPARVERO
SPORTS EDITOR

The Kenyon golf team closed out their fall
season with a pair of invitationals. On Oct.
10 and 11, the Owls competed in the Wabash
College Invitational and tied for fifth place in
a field of 11 teams. A week later, Kenyon competed in the Division III Golfweek Fall Invitational in Miramar Beach, Fla., where they
finished 13th out of 24 teams.
After shooting a 302 and 304 over the
first two rounds at Broadmoor Country Club
(Ind.) on day one, the Owls found themselves
in second place, trailing only No. 10 Wittenberg University. Armand Ouellette ’25 paced
Kenyon on the first day, shooting 73 in both
rounds. His strong play included a hole-inone on the par-3 15th hole in the first round.

Unfortunately, the second day of the tournament was not as kind to the Owls. After
shooting 317 as a team in the third round,
Kenyon finished the tournament in a tie for
fifth place with Millikin University (Ill.) with
a final score of 923. Ouellette finished tied
for 10th place with a score of 227, and Garrett Thesing ’24 finished two strokes behind
him, earning him a 15th-place tie. For Will
Hulsey ’26, who shot a 236 and tied for 34th,
the fifth-place finish was disappointing given
how the tournament started. “We did a very
good job keeping it together in the first two
rounds on a tough course in some cold and
windy conditions, but the third round really
got to us,” he wrote in an email to the Collegian.
As temperatures in Gambier began to
drop, the Owls flew south to Miramar Beach
for a three-day tournament against a slate of

high-powered teams. After a difficult first
day of the Invitational, Kenyon sat in 15th
place with a team score of 297. Hulsey led the
Owls on Sunday, shooting 72. Kenyon moved
up five spots on Monday thanks to the strong
play of Hulsey and Garrett Thesing ’24 who
shot a 68 and 71, respectively. On their final
day in the Sunshine State, the Owls were unable to keep their momentum, finishing the
tournament in 13th place with a team score
of 886. No. 4 Emory University (Ga.) won the
invitational with a score of 859. Hulsey continued his impressive play, shooting a 73 and
finishing the tournament with a score of 213,
which earned him a share of seventh place.
Hulsey was proud of his performance in
the tournament, especially given past results
that were not up to his standards. “[This result] was something I really needed for my
confidence after a few tough tournaments

…” he said. “I finally saw some good results,
and I know that momentum will carry into
the spring season, not only for myself, but
for the rest of the team.” Hulsey’s teammate,
Ethan Shapiro ’23, who shot a 237 and finished 107th, was particularly complimentary
of the performance Hulsey and his fellow
golfers put up in Florida. “[They] have been
so impressive and I couldn’t be prouder of the
way they have carried themselves as players
and as teammates,” he wrote in an email to
the Collegian.
The Owls will return to play in March
with the Jekyll Island Collegiate Invitational
in Jekyll Island, Ga., and Hulsey believes in
the team’s capacity to succeed. “We just need
to stick to our normal process,” he said. “With
the fact that we all challenge each other to be
the best we can be, I know we will come out
swinging in Georgia to start the spring.”

Swimming and diving starts their season off with a splash
AAKASH GUNTURU
STAFF WRITER

The women’s and men’s swim teams
traveled to Cleveland to begin their
season last weekend. Kenyon swam in
a tri-meet against the Cleveland State
University (CSU) Vikings and the St.
Bonaventure University (N.Y.) Bonnies. The divers traveled to Ohio University, where they competed in a twoday invitational.
The women’s team won against the
Vikings 196-83 and the Bonnies 18199. In the 200-yard medley relay, the

women secured the top spot with the A
relay of Olivia Smith ’23, Jennah Fadely ’25, Celia Ford ’25 and Alexandra
White ’23. They finished in 1:45.09,
slightly ahead of the B relay in 1:45.90.
White, supported by Sydney Geboy
’25, Gwen Eisenbeis ’26 and Lisa Torrecillas-Jouault ’26, placed second
in the 400-yard freestyle relay with a
time of 3:31.93, just 0:00.75 seconds
from first place.
At CSU, the men’s team beat the Vikings 166-96 and the Bonnies 176.5117.5. Many Owls swimmers placed in
their individual events and in team relays. In the 200-yard medley relay, Ke-

nyon’s A, B and C relays placed 2nd,
3rd and 4th, respectively. The A relay was 0:00.10 seconds away from 1st
place. Members of that relay, Marko
Krtinic ’24 and Cherantha De Silva ’23,
got their redemption in the 400-yard
freestyle, where they joined Djordje
Dragojlovic ’26 and Liam Sweeney ’23
to place first with a time of 03:03.39.
Down in Athens, Ohio, the men
competed in one-meter dive and
snatched up many of the top placements, with NCAC Men’s Swimming
and Diving Athlete of the Week Israel
Zavaleta ’24 claiming first place with
a score of 314.80 and Drew Albrecht

’23 earning second with 272.65 points.
In the three-meter dive, Zavaleta won
once more while setting a new pool record of 388.10, almost 30 points more
than the previous record.
The women placed well in the onemeter, with Katarina Ilic ’24 leading the way for Kenyon with a score
of 215.55 followed by Bryn Tiernan
’26 in 20th. Ilic also secured 11th in
the three-meter dive with a score of
200.60.
Both teams are set to compete again
on Nov. 4, when they will host Ohio
Wesleyan University, and on Nov. 5
against Denison University.
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Stars shine for men’s soccer; Field hockey takes victory at
women’s soccer splits matches home, loses match on the road

Kern nets two goals. | COURTESY OF GRAHAM STOKES
KATIE SPARVERO
SPORTS EDITOR

The Owls got revenge against the Big Red. | SEJIN KIM/SID/NCAA
CALEB NEWMAN
SPORTS EDITOR
HYUN CHO
STAFF WRITER

Men’s soccer
Last fall in the NCAC championship game,
Kenyon men’s soccer watched as Denison University lifted the conference trophy on Mavec
Field. The Owls got revenge on Wednesday
with a 3-0 win over the Big Red at home. After a 2-0 victory at home on Saturday against
DePauw University, they are 13-0-1 (5-0-1
NCAC).
The Owls were ready for the Big Red to
come to town. Before the game, Alem Duratovic ’25 emphasized the team’s eagerness to get
back on the pitch for revenge against Denison.
“Everyone is motivated to play and win,” he
wrote in an email to Collegian.
Kenyon came out of the gate strong on
Wednesday. Around the 20-minute mark,
the Big Red found its footing and generated a
few offensive chances. However, neither team
could find the back of the net to jump out to an
early lead. At halftime, the score was tied.
In the 53rd minute, the Big Red sent the
ball into the box from midfield. Jack Pedreschi
’25 was forced to make a save after the header
was put on net. He ended up making two more
saves to record his NCAC-leading seventh
shutout.
Ten minutes later, Scott Upton ’23 and Sam
Carson ’23 combined on multiple give-and-gos
down the field to set up Sebastian Gaese ’23 for
his seventh goal of the season. As the team celebrated, coach Chris Brown made four substitutions to rearrange his lineup. The Owls did
not sit back defensively and wait for the final
whistle, though.
In the 72nd minute, Duratovic made a run
into the box, and after a quick pass from Atli
Hrafnkelsson ’23, shot the ball past the charging goalkeeper to bring the score to 2-0.
The Owls continued to keep the pressure
up. In the 80th minute, a Big Red defender
stuck his hand out on a bouncing ball about
20 yards out from the goal. The referee wasted
no time issuing a yellow card. On the ensuing free kick, Upton placed the ball beautifully
past a diving goalkeeper into the top corner.
The Owls sailed through the rest of the match,
earning a hard-fought victory.
Gaese viewed the match as a way for the
Owls to show off their style of play. “This is just
another opportunity to prove ourselves as one

of the best teams in the country,” he wrote to
the Collegian before the match. Currently the
Owls sit at No. 3 in the rankings. The team will
have to wait until next Wednesday to see if they
pass either No. 2 Messiah University or No. 1
University of Chicago.
Regardless of the rankings, the Owls are
now in full control of their destiny for seeding
in the NCAC. Kenyon is six points up on the
second place team, Dension. With two games
remaining on the season for Kenyon and three
games for Denison, the Owls can clinch home
field advantage throughout the NCAC tournament with four more points (a win and a tie).
Aiden Burns ’24, who is third on the team
in minutes, emphasized the importance of
home-field advantage. “Having the benefit
of fans and a quality field is critical especially
come playoff time,” he wrote in an email to the
Collegian.
Fans can show their support once more
in the Owls’ final match of the regular season against Wittenberg University on Oct. 29.
Their next game is at Hiram College on Saturday.
Women’s soccer
After an upsetting 1-0 loss against conference opponent DePauw University on Saturday, the women’s soccer team bounced back
on Tuesday to earn a 1-0 road victory against
Oberlin College. Their record is 4-5-4 (2-1-1
NCAC).
Kenyon was unable to score against DePauw despite firing four shots on goal. The
Tigers scored after the Owls turned the ball
over in the 22nd minute. The goal stood as the
game-winner, as neither team could find the
back of the net for the rest of the contest.
On Tuesday, neither Oberlin nor Kenyon
scored in the first half, but the Owls were able
to score in the 61st minute off a corner kick. Sadie Gould ’24 put away a stellar header for the
only goal of the entire game. The goal was her
third of the season.
Aside from this breakthrough, the match
was mostly a defensive affair. When Oberlin
attacked, the Owls’ defense had to react quickly
and effectively. Claudia Abram ’25, Kit Ross ’24
and Jackie Thompson ’24, all playing the entirety of the match, proved to be a solid defensive set for the team. Fortunately for the Owls,
they kept a clean sheet against their opponents.
In hopes of building on this momentum,
the team looks to come away with a road win
against Hiram College this Saturday. The Owls
have performed well against the Terriers in the
past and look to extend their winning streak
against Hiram to eight.

The Kenyon field hockey team split a pair of
NCAC contests over the past week. In a home
game against Wittenberg University, the Owls
earned a 2-1 win, but they fell 3-2 on the road
to Allegheny College. Their record stands at 7-7
overall and 2-4 in conference play.
The Owls faced off against the Tigers on the
Field at Benson Bowl on Sunday. After a scoreless first quarter, it was Kenyon who broke the
ice. Under two minutes into the second quarter,
Bella Kern ’23, the Owls’ leading scorer, received
a pass from Maddie Gwyther ’24 and sent the
ball home for her fourth goal of the season. Kenyon’s lead did not last long, as Wittenberg capitalized on a penalty corner just two minutes later. Though the Owls racked up four more shots,
two of them on goal, the score stayed deadlocked
as the first half expired. After neither team was
able to score on its penalty corners to start the
second half, Ella Haskins ’25 broke through for
Kenyon, capitalizing on a Wittenberg turnover.
The Owls’ defense held the Tigers without a shot
through the second half, securing a 2-1 victory.
Haskins, whose goal stood as the game-winner, praised the team for their effort throughout
the contest. “I think that the team as a whole
came out strong from the very beginning,” she
wrote in an email to the Collegian. “It was also
evident that we wanted to win as a team and not

as individuals.”
Unfortunately for the Owls, they were unable to string together another win when they
met the Allegheny Gators on Tuesday. After
being denied by the post on her first shot of the
game, Kern again opened the scoring for Kenyon, scoring her fifth goal of the season and second in as many games. Down a goal, Allegheny
began a relentless offensive onslaught, putting
up six shots on goal and finding the back of the
net as the first quarter came to a close. Each side
was only able to put up one shot in the second
quarter, but the Gators made theirs count, scoring in the final second of the half. They again
found the back of the net in the final minute of
the third quarter to earn a 3-1 lead with 15 minutes left. Though Lana Stone ’26 cut the deficit to
one with her first collegiate goal, the Owls ultimately could not overcome the Gators.
With only two more conference games left
on the schedule, the Owls are looking to finish the regular season strong. Haskins believes
that the team’s success depends on their ability
to move past difficult stretches. “We tend to get
down on ourselves when the score does not reflect our ability and this can hold us back when
moving up the ranks,” she said. “It is important
we remember that we have the ability to win and
not lose our enjoyment for the game because our
team plays best when we are having fun.” Kenyon will play their final home game of the regular season on Saturday at noon when they host
the College of Wooster for Senior Day.

Owls finish in middle of the
pack at Inter-Regional Rumble
MICAH ARENSTEIN
STAFF WRITER

AAKASH GUNTURU
STAFF WRITER

Men’s cross country
In their last meet before the NCAC Championship, the Kenyon men’s cross country
team placed 18th out of 32 teams in the Inter-Regional Rumble hosted by Oberlin College on Oct. 15. Keegan Minahan ’24 was first
across the finish line for the Owls, finishing the
8K in 25:58.5, which earned him 34th place
out of 299 runners. Joshua Breard ’26 came
next, placing 66th with a time of 26:28.6, followed shortly by Sam Rabieh ’25 (135th place),
whose time of 27:27.4 was a new personal record. Jason Montgomery ’23 (162nd) broke his
personal record as well with a time of 27:50.7,
while Jack Burczak ’23 (170th) was the last
of the Owls’ scoring runners, with a time of
27:58.7.

Kenyon’s next race, the conference championship, will take place at the College of
Wooster on Oct. 29 at 11 a.m.
Women’s cross country
Last weekend, the Kenyon women’s cross
country team traveled to Oberlin College to
compete in the 6K Inter-Regional Rumble.
Competing against 282 runners from 32
schools, the Owls placed 20th overall with a total of 571 points. Many runners got their best
times of the season.
First to cross the finish line for Kenyon was
Anna Harnsberger ’23 in 39th with a time of
23:23.7. Not far behind was Alice Riley ’23, who
completed the course in 23:31.6 to earn 50th
place. Following the seniors was Anna Brown
’26, who placed 112th with a personal record of
24:42.7. Lorien Kauffman ’24 finished in 209th
with a time of 26:48.0, and Jada Swearingen ’24
finished in 28:34.7 for 251st place.
The Owls are set to compete in the NCAC
Championship hosted by the College of
Wooster on Oct. 29.

